Edges → Core

(Architect)

Integrate → Understanding rules/Schem

Hubs → WebEx Gardens

Abstract → Mapping/Repertoire

In Ethnography

Processing

Boundary/Interfaces

Data Flow → Gardens

Bottom-up

Consider all tips in "context" data

Legacy System

API / Integrate at all levels

The desired process at each layer, and on

should be to align and hide the

paths for each other
Understanding “Architecture”

- Structure + Dynamics
- Layers/Interconnections
- Mapping/Representation
  Ethnographic Study?
  Process Mining?
- Stakeholders

- Data Flow
  Top-Down
  Bottom-Up

Edges → Core

As-Is → To-Be

Legacy Systems vs From Scratch

Incentives – Walled Gardens
Societal Drivers and Risks
Examine within “context”
Human-in-the-Loop
APIs and Interfaces
Computational Experiments (i.e. eliminate bad ideas)

Edges → Core

Computing Community Consortium Catalyst

(CCC)